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BASIC GENETICS  

Mendel and his laws of inheritance 

► In a very simple word-genetics is the branch of biology which deals with the study of 

inheritance of characters from one generation to the next. It also includes the study 

about the structure and properties of hereditary material.  

► Gregor Johann Mendel is known as the father of genetics. He published his 

findings in 1865, but were unable to obtain due recognition.  

►  But his valuable laws of genetics were rediscovered by three workers- Hugo De Vries 

in Holand,  Karl Correns in Germany and Eric Von Tschermak  in  Austria 

simultaneously in the year 1900.  

► He did his experiments in garden Pea (Pisum sativum). He  has reported 7 pairs of 

contrasting characters in pea plant. 

 

 

► The flowers of pea plant are bi-sexual and predominantly self pollinating. But for 

experimental purpose Mendel did cross pollination whenever required. 

► According to Mendel there are two factors for one character and these factors are 

contributed by their parent (concept of gene was not there at that time. Mendel 

thought that some factors are responsible for the expression of characters). 

► The genetic set up or arrangement of gene  for a character is called Genotype and the 

character which is observed or express is called Phenotype. For eg. - Tallness and 

yellow seed colour of pea plant are the phenotype whereas ‘TT’ or ‘Tt’ and ‘YY’ or 

‘Yy’ are the genotype. 

► When both the factors for a character  are identical the condition is  known as 

Homozygous, for eg, ‘TT’ for Tallness, ‘RR’ for round shape of seed, ‘yy’ for yellow 

seed colour of pea plant etc. Again, if the factors are not identical then the condition is 

called Heterozygous, for eg- ‘Tt’ for tallness, ‘Rr’ for round seed of pea plant etc. 



  

► When a cross is done between homozygous yellow seed pea and green seed   pea 

plant – 

Yellow seed X   green seed   P1 

YY    yy 

 

Yy      F1 

  Yellow  
P1 means parent generation one and F1 means filial generation or offspring of P1. 

Between the two plants cross pollination done ( ie. pollen grain from the flower of one plant 

is allowed to deposit on the flower of other plant). Then F1 individual forms by the 

contribution of one factor from each the plant (Y and y). So, the genotype of this plant is 

‘Yy’, but phenotypically the seed coat colour of the plant is yellow.  It is a heterozygous 

yellow plant or hybrid. It shows that yellow colour (ie ‘Y’) is a dominant character and in 

presence of ‘Y’, ‘y’  for green colour cannot express. 

Now, you see the ‘YY’ of P1 and ‘Yy’ of F1, both  have yellow seed colour  

phynotypically  but their genotype is different.  Mendel then did a self pollination of the F1 

individual- 

Yellow seed X   Yellow seed   P2 

Yy    Yy 

 
Unlike the P1 individual this time they are heterozygous. So, each of them will 

produce two types of gamet -‘Y’ and ‘y’. 

 

 
Yellow      Yellow  Yellow        Green  

 

Being ‘Y’ is dominant 75% of the F2 individual shows yellow seed colour and only 

25% exhibited green colour.ie. Dominant and recessive character appears in a ratio of 3:1.The 

above mentioned genetic cross is a Monohybrid cross – genetic cross considering one pair 

of contrasting character at a time and  3:1 is known as Mendel’s monohybrid cross ratio.  



 

Mendel’s First law- Law of independent assortment- the law states that- 

When two homozygous individuals with one pair of contrasting pair are crossed, then 

out of the two only one character is expressed in first filial generation and that character is 

known as dominant character. The character which remains hidden is known as recessive 

character.  

The above mentioned genetic cross can be use for explanation of the first law. Cross 

between homozygous yellow and green produces yellow seed in F1. It shows that yellow coat 

colour of seed is dominant, and green colour is recessive. Like that the cross between 

homozygous tall and dwarf pea plant resulted tall plant in F1, cross between homozygous 

round seed and wrinkle seed character resulted round seed in F1. So, tall and round seed 

character is dominant over dwarf and wrinkle respectively.  

 

One thing must be clear to you that an individual exhibiting dominant character 

phenotypically may have homozygous or heterozygous genotype. But, recessive character 

individual are always homozygous or pure. 

 

 

Questions you must be able to answer at the end of this class- 

 

Q1. ................................ is known as the father of Genetics.    1 

Q2. .......................................... ,  .....................................................  and .............................. 

were known as the re-discoverer of Mendelism.     1 

Q3. Why Mendel select pea plant as the experimental material?    2 

Q4. State difference between—       2x3=  6 

i) Genotype and phenotype 

ii)  Homozygous and heterozygous 

iii) Dominant and recessive. 

Q5. What is a monohybrid cross? What is the Mendel’s monohybrid cross ratio? 2+1=3 

Q6.  State Mendel’s law of dominance with a suitable example.               3 

Q7. Why the recessive character cannot express in presence of the dominant factor?          3

           

 

 

 


